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The Largest, Dedicated
Piano Mover in the Country

We understand the value of each piano and it is our mission to treat each piece with the utmost care and concern.





Request An Instant Quote
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The Nationwide Piano Mover

	We currently service the lower 48 states
	Full-time office staff that work together
	Climate Controlled Trucks, Trailers and Storage
	Air-Ride Equipped with hydraulic lift gates
	Experienced Piano Movers with the necessary expertise and equipment
	ATV shuttle vehicle, e-track piano moving boards, specialized equipment including custom dollies, etc.
	Two-Man Teams on every piano move, working in sync, day after day
	No outside parties - Modern Piano Moving handles 100% of the move
	Affordable Valuation on every piano move, with no preconceived limits or deductible


[image: ]Whether it is a spinet, upright, baby grand or concert grand, trust us to be your professional piano mover!

You are a just phone call away from speaking with the company that is going to treat you right!

Call Us Today!

800-737-5600

Registration Information

USDOT #454870 | MC #240153

Click here for a company snapshot from FMCSA.DOT.GOV
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Milton Heads South 
Tennessee, US




Apr 27 2023 






This is the second time we have moved "Milton" with Modern and both times have been a great success.
Thank you for treating my piano like it was your own family heirloom. 
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Why Professional Piano Movers Are Worth the Investment

For many pianists and piano owners, relocating your piano can seem like a daunting, expensive task. Your beloved instrument is fragile, heavy, and complex—how do you ensure it arrives at your new home safely and beautifully in tune?  
While some opt to move their pianos themselves or hire general moving companies to cut costs, this route often leads to major frustrations and damages that actually cost more in the long run. Professional piano movers are worth investing in for the highest level of care, expertise, and stress-free service.
Modern Piano has over 20 years of experience providing specialized piano moving for homes and businesses across the region. Read on to learn why our services truly pay off and how we make your move smoother from start to finish. Read More
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The Challenges of Moving Grand Pianos: Expert Solutions

As professional piano movers with over 30 years of experience, we at Modern Piano Moving understand the unique challenges posed by moving grand pianos. Given their large size, heavy weight, and delicate nature, transporting a grand piano requires great care and specialty equipment to avoid any damage. In this blog post, we’ll discuss the specific difficulties of moving grand pianos and the customized solutions we employ to ensure a smooth, secure move every time. Read More
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The History of Piano Design and Why It Matters for Movers

At Modern Piano Moving, we've handled every shape, size, and style of piano under the sun. From compact spinet pianos to mammoth concert grands, we've moved them all. But not every piano is created equal when it comes time to transport them. The history and evolution of piano design has resulted in drastically different instruments that require specialized moving techniques. Read More
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992 Highway D, Sullivan, MO 63080
Phone: 573-860-6683
Fax: 573-860-6887
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